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Successes and Challenges in Coastal New England

Seagrass is vital spawning and nursery habitat for numerous fish and invertebrate species, though
almost 30% of seagrass beds have disappeared worldwide since the late nineteenth century1. Most of
the loss is a result of human activity: primarily nutrient and chemical loading, dredging, and boating
impacts. One way boating activity induces seagrass degradation is via the placement of mooring
fields. Many mooring fields are situated within seagrass beds, where traditional mooring tackle
using a chain and block system creates a halo of bare substrate caused by the chain sweeping the
vegetation as the boat moves with shifting winds and currents. In an effort to reduce such impacts,
the Atlantic Coastal Fish Habitat Partnership (ACFHP) has been working with partners along the New
England coast to retrofit traditional moorings with conservation mooring systems. These systems
use an elastic connection, similar to a bungee cord, to connect the anchoring block or embedded
anchor to the surface buoy, minimizing seagrass interaction. Over the past few years, ACFHP has
supported installation and monitoring of conservation moorings in multiple boatyards and harbors
in Massachusetts and Rhode Island. Results have been mixed for systems deployed for multiple
years, with siting and maintenance playing a crucial role in effectiveness. Boater and boatyard owner
confidence is essential for the new technology to become more commonplace, which would have a
greater positive impact on seagrass beds.

The Importance of Seagrass
Seagrass is found fringing the shallow waters of most continents, providing spawning and nursery
habitat for many species of fish and invertebrates. As a primary producer, it serves an important role
at the bottom of the food web – acting as a critical food source for many endangered species such
as sea turtles and manatees. Seagrass also improve water quality by stabilizing sediments, producing
oxygen, and cycling nutrients. In fact, one hectare of seagrass produces 100,000 liters of oxygen every
day, and removes 1.2 kg of nutrients from the water column each year2. Seagrasses also helps mitigate
climate change, sequestering carbon at a rate ten times greater than tropical rainforests3.
Despite all of its benefits, seagrasses are disappearing at a rate of 110 km2 per year since 1980, and
the loss has been accelerating in recent years1. They are considered one of the most threatened
ecosystems in the world, in part due to the 1 billion+ people that reside within 50 km of them1.
Coastal development, nutrient and
chemical loading, dredging, and
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reduced the expanse and quality
of seagrass meadows. One way
to reduce the impact of boats
is with conservation moorings.
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Fig. 1 Traditional moorings (left) create a halo of bare substrate whereas
conservation moorings (right) allow for seagrass to thrive.
the chain along the bottom with
shifting winds and tides (Fig.1).

at least twice the depth of the water that drags along the bottom,
scouring the seafloor and creating a scar of bare sand where seagrass
has been damaged or destroyed (Figs. 3 and 6).

Multiple brands of conservation moorings are available. Eco-Mooring
(Fig. 4) and Hazelett (Fig. 5) systems have been installed along the
Massachusetts coast at Gloucester, Manchester-by-the-Sea, Boston,
Wareham, and Falmouth; and Hazelett systems have also been
installed in Jamestown, Rhode Island. One downside is that they
are more expensive than traditional moorings, and there are costs
associated with installation equipment and training. However,
maintenance is considerably less than traditional moorings and
with some systems replacement is recommended only every ten
years (though maintenance to prevent fouling is still necessary).
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Fig. 4 Eco-Mooring system.
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Fig. 5 Hazelett mooring system. (left)
Fig. 6 Seagrass bed damage caused by chain sweep.

Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries has observed that conservation moorings are effective in many
cases (Fig. 7). There have been some problems, however, with installation and maintenance that have prevented
seagrass regrowth around some of the installation sites. In Rhode Island, initial results (one year) are promising,
with halo reductions at all sites where mooring owners did not move the moorings post-installation (Fig. 8).
For example, in 2010, eight conventional moorings were retrofitted with Hazelett moorings in Manchester
Harbor, and at three of those moorings, seagrass was planted in the halos following installation. Seedling growth
occurred in 2011 but the halo depressions collected detritus making it difficult for the seagrass to take hold.
There were no observable differences in regrowth between planted and unplanted sites, and full regrowth
did not occur within four years of retrofitting (Fig. 9). Some of this was due to mooring owners neglecting or
modifying the gear once it was installed.

Conservation moorings all have a buoy and helix anchor, the latter of which has a much smaller
impact (approximately 26 cm2) on the substrate than a traditional cement block mooring (Fig. 2).
Depending on the system, they also have a floating rode and chain or bungee-like cord, which stays
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Fig. 3 Seagrass haloing caused by traditional boat moorings.
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Special thanks to Tay Evans, MA DMF for contributing information and many photos for this poster.
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Fig. 2 Low-impact helix anchor.
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CONSERVATION MOORINGS: THE DIFFERENCE

Conservation Moorings
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Conservation moorings may not be suitable for all circumstances.
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Conservation moorings should also not be placed too close
together – though the system allows for more moorings in a given area, extra preventing
boats can shade the selectio
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Boater and harbor manager confidence is essential. This new technology needs
support from the
survival
boating community to become more common, and an understanding of changing Army Corps of
Engineer regulations increases confidence in the systems.
Not all mooring systems are equal. We have heard reports that certain conservation mooring
brands last longer than others, so talk to those that are familiar with different systems about the
best fit for your needs. Sometimes ‘you get what you pay for.'
More studies are needed. Understanding performance in a wider array of conditions over a longer
period of time will reduce negative results and provide more benefits to seagrass.

